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English translation:
Doctor Shamim: I would especially like to bring forward one thing about Pakistani
society in front of you. It’s that the biggest thing in Pakistani society is that even now we
have a situation in which the ratio of literacy is very low among women. Even today in
different regions, among different groups and ethnicities, [women] are completely tied
down in the chains of orthodox traditions. Although one thing is that where wants have
increased in the world, expenses have increased and recent behaviors have changed. One
thing that women have been given is the freedom to run the house and they have also
moved forward towards financial progress, shoulder to shoulder with men. And with this,
a lot of [old norms] have broken down…many bonds and chains have broken down. But
even now women have less education; and the second big thing is that even now they are
not as free as they should be and [do not] have equal freedom, in making family
decisions, meaning in villages and among different races.
By freedom I do not at all mean that freedom be used in such a way that harms human
relationships, human respect, and human progress. But by freedom I mean that a woman
who, in the form of a daughter, in the form of a sister, in the form of a wife, and in the
form of a mother, plays a role in the different aspects of life taken as a whole. She should
have the convenience of enjoying opportunities for study, of living her whole life
enjoying the rights due to a human being, and of having the opportunity to choose such a
life… this thing… and the opportunity of participating fully in financial and economic
work. Any society needs both [men and women]. And if both cooperate to fulfill a
beneficial role in this society, then I think that the society can become an exemplary
society.
Also, today the world does not need atom bombs, weapons and wars. Instead the whole
world needs peace, love, books, milk for children, medicines for diseases and treatment,
and research. And the biggest thing is that the world needs to adopt democratic attitudes
… each person ought to be tolerated by others, they ought to be respected. And, with
frequent mutual communication this whole world – this earth – should veritably be made
a heaven for humans, and it should be peaceful to live in.
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